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MAPPED

By Science Today Editors

Globally, the climate is changing, the impacts on our Commonwealth and the world, and possible responses.

Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic, and Earth Sciences Professor

August 25, 2021 | 1:30 p.m.

RESEARCH & DISCOVERY

Mason Professor Named to State STEM Education Advisory Board

By Elizabeth Grisham

August 19, 2021, 3 to 4 p.m.

College of Science Faculty Meeting

Ylenia Chiari, Assistant Professor, and Padmanabhan (Padhu) Seshaiyer, Professor/Associate Chair for College of Science, will present on Mason Scientists to start Kemp’s ridley—there are just 500 of them worldwide!—on Brazil's coast. International Association for Lichenology held virtually from Bonito, Brazil.

by Genevieve McKenna

Lichenology

August 20, 2021 | 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.

The Stearns Digital Learning Quality Assurance Team will share essentials for online course quality and provide tips for how to work with the Online Quality Checklist. Check out their online resources.

Virtual Event to Highlight New IPCC Climate Report

by Jim Kinter

September 14, 2021 at Mason’s Fairfax Campus and September 16, 2021 at Mason’s SciTech Campus

opportunities to win Mason Science SWAG.

Meet students, discuss your programs, and share research and professional opportunities with free food and

ScienceConnect

September 14, 2021
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No MORE ____________

Do MORE ____________

Be MORE  ____________

Think of it as a simple fill in the blank exercise:

1. List your MOREs.
2. Collect your aspirations in a place that's easy for you to review them on a regular basis. Make your

goals and aspirations in front of you in a manageable, motivational way.

This interesting framework my colleague suggested we use to start the semester can allow you some

time of year.

4. Add or remove your goals as needed.

3. Reflect on your progress.

2. Make your
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